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ABSTRACT Given the importance of production planning and control in the design of flexible services
and manufacturing systems, scheduling problems with interfering jobs are much-needed optimization tools
to respond to heterogeneous and fluctuating market demands in a timely fashion. This study contributes
to the scheduling literature developing an effective multi-objective (M-O) metaheuristic to solve the
Single-machine Scheduling Problems with Interfering Jobs (SSP-IJs). Integrating a local search-based
mechanism into the evolutionary search procedure, a Greedy-based non-dominated sorting genetic algo-
rithm III (GNSGA-III) is proposed that effectively explores multi-objective solution environments. Various
performance indicators within extensive numerical tests are used to compare the performance of theGNSGA-
III with that of the best-performing benchmark algorithm in the literature developed to solve the SSP-IJs.
Statistical tests verify that the developed multi-objective optimization algorithm is superior with respect to
various performance indicators. Applications of the developed solution approach are worthwhile topics to
help advance multi-objective optimization problems.

INDEX TERMS Scheduling, interfering jobs, multi-objective optimization, non-dominated solutions,
metaheuristics.

I. INTRODUCTION
Operational flexibility is instrumental in advanced manu-
facturing and supply chain systems [1]. Flexible produc-
tion planning and control systems help quick, and effective
response to demand surges in the volatile market where the
proliferation of products and services has increased supply
chain operational complexities [2]. Taking the manufactur-
ing sector as an example, big companies provide various
business-to-business solutions and assign the tasks to differ-
ent management units that must compete for using the same
resources with different goals. This operational complexity
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is not limited to the production sector and may happen in
the service and administration environments when different
units’ operational goals are conflicting. In this situation, mul-
tifaceted performance indicators are required to effectively
optimize operations from a system-wide perspective.

Production scheduling with interfering job sets is a rela-
tively new topic that addresses conflicting operational goals.
Developed by [3], the single-machine scheduling problem
with interfering jobs (SSP-IJs) is a prime example of a
production situation where the available resource is used
to fulfill various customer requirements. References [4], [5]
analyzed the complexity of job interference in a
single-machine production environment, highlighting the
need for applying Multi-objective (M-O) optimization
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approaches that simultaneously address various sets of con-
flicting goals. Although M-O optimization in supply chain
and operations management is in the growing stage of devel-
opment [6], M-O scheduling problems are relatively limited.
From the existing studies, researchers extended the SSP-IJs
problem, integrating inventory and batch delivery decision
variables into the production scheduling problem [7], [8].
Reference [9] extended SSP-IJs accounting for time-window
and unavailability intervals and solved it using a dynamic pro-
gramming approach. Scheduling problems with interfering
job sets were also studied in other production environments,
like job-shop [10], parallel machines [11], and flowshop [12].
Fewer studies developed M-O solution algorithms to opti-
mize this highly intractable scheduling extension. For an
exhaustive review of the M-O scheduling studies, we refer
the readers to [13].

The SSP-IJs is recognized to be NP-hard when consid-
ering Total Weighted Completion Time (TWCT), lateness,
or makespan as one of the optimization objectives [14].
Several studies presented polynomial-time approximation
methods aiming to reduce the computational time to obtain
exact solutions to small-scale SSP-IJs problems [15]–[17].
More recently, [18] introduced a variety of the shortest
processing time algorithm to address the SSP-IJs, yielding
acceptable solutions in a small fraction of the computational
time required by complete enumeration methods to solve
small-scale test instances. Given the wide real-world impli-
cations of SSP-IJs [14], state-of-the-art solution algorithms
are needed to obtain dependable solutions for industrial-scale
applications of the scheduling problems with interfering jobs.
To address this issue, reference [19] developed heuristic
approaches to solve the SSP-IJs problem minimizing total
weighted completion time (TWCT) and the maximum late-
ness considering large-scale instances; these objectives are
crucial for production efficiency and service quality objec-
tives, respectively, and a decrease in one objective value
may increase that of the other objective. Comparing the
results obtained by the forward WSPT-EDD heuristic with
that of a time-indexed MIP formulation solved by exact
methods, reference [19] showed that their approach generates
high-quality non-dominated solutions to SSP-IJs. To con-
tribute to the understudied literature of SSP-IJs, our study
develops a hybrid local-global search M-O metaheuristic to
further improve the solutions obtained by the mentioned
benchmark algorithm. Inspired by a well-known heuris-
tic, Iterated Greedy (IG), the Greedy-based Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm III (GNSGA-III) is developed
to provide divergent and high-quality non-dominated solu-
tions to the M-O scheduling situations with interfering
jobs.

The remainder of this manuscript begins with elaborating
on the mathematical formulation and the proposed solution
algorithm in Section 2. Section 3 provides numerical anal-
ysis including an introduction to the test instances and per-
formance measures, algorithm calibration, test results, and
statistical analysis. This study is concluded in Section 4,

providing the major findings and suggestions for possible
future research directions.

II. RESEARCH METHOD
A. MODEL FORMULATION
Let assume a production environment with I interfering job
sets (S1, S2, . . . , SI ) with n1, n2, . . . , nI jobs, respectively,
where a total of N =

∑I
s=1 ns jobs are to be processed on

a single machine. In this situation, the disjoint interfering
sets of jobs – which are associated with different goals –
have to compete for using the same machine. Deterministic
processing and due times, Psj and d

s
j , are associated with job

j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ns} from set Ss. Given the general assumptions
of the 1|inter|ND(

∑
wjCj,Lmax) problems [19], the objective

is to find the best sequence of jobs with the desired trade-offs
of non-dominated solutions for TWCT (

∑
wjcj) and maxi-

mum lateness (Lmax) objectives. To analyze this trade-off, let
assume a set of feasible solutions considering two conflicting
objectives (I = 2). In this situation, z1(x) and z2(x) are the
target values of the jobs in the set S1 and S2, respectively, and
x∗ is a near Pareto-optimal solution if no other solutions are
dominating. The following indices, parameters, and decision
variables are defined to formulate the problem.
Indices, sets, and parameters

j, k Job index, j, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }
s Job set index, s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I }
t Time index discretized time into periods 1, . . . ,T

where period t ends at the time t .
N Total number of jobs, N = n1 + n2 where there

are n1 jobs in set 1, and n2 jobs in set 2
D The overall due time
Psj The processing time of job j from set s
d sj Due time of job j from set s
wsj Weight of job j from set s

Decision variables
xj,t A binary time-indexed variable = 1 if the job j is

processed at the time t; = 0, otherwise.

The mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulation of
the 1|inter|ND(

∑
wjCj,Lmax) problem, developed by [19],

is provided in the following.

z1 = Min

 n∑
j=1

T−pj+1∑
t=1

wj
(
t − 1+ pj

)
xj,t


z2 = Min (Lmax) (1)

Subject to :
T−pj+1∑
t=1

xj,t = 1, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,N } (2)

n∑
j=1

t∑
s=max(0,t−pj+1)

xj,s ≤ 1,

∀t ∈ {1, . . . ,T } (3)
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FIGURE 1. The GNSGA-III computational procedure.

FIGURE 2. A Generic Procedure of the IG-based Mechanism.

T−pj+1∑
t=1

(
t − 1+ pj

)
xj,t − dj ≤ Lmax,

∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,N } (4)

xj,t ∈ {0, 1} ,

∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,N } ,∀t ∈ {1, . . . ,T } (5)

In this formulation, d1j = D for ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n1}, where
D ≥

∑n1
j=1 p

1
j +

∑n2
k=1 p

2
k , and w

2
j = 0 for ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n1}.

In this formulation, D is introduced to guarantee that the
jobs in the first set will not influence the objective value
associated with the second job set. The first objective of
(1) minimizes the total weighted completion time, and the
second objective seeks to maximize the total lateness value,
which is conflicting in nature with the first objective. That
is, the better values for one objective may worsen that of
the other objective function. Constraint (2) guarantees that
each job is processed at a certain time slot. Constraint (3)
restricts the machine to process only one job at a given time.

Constraints (4) calculates the maximum lateness value, and
constraints (5) specifies that decision variables are of binary
type.

B. PROPOSED SOLUTION ALGORITHM
M-O optimization initially formed around a priori prefer-
ence articulation where the pre-ordering of the objectives
is decided before optimizing the problem [20]. Advancing
the M-O optimization to a whole new level, [21] introduced
the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) to
solve bi-objective problems providing a set of Pareto-optimal
points rather than a single solution; this approach enables
the decision-maker to undertake tradeoffs amongst optimum
solutions before arriving at a final decision. The basic NSGA
algorithm was later on improved by including elitism into the
search procedure (NSGA-II; [22]). Most recently, [23] incor-
porated reference points into the non-dominated solutions in
NSGA-III algorithm, empowering the algorithm to maintain
solution diversity throughout the search procedure. The main
difference distinguishing NSGA-III’s computational proce-
dure from NSGA-II is in the selection procedure where the
crowding distance operator is replaced with a multi-step
niche-preservation approach [23].

NSGA-II and -III algorithms are successfully applied in
solving M-O optimization problems in various contexts,
like transportation [24], [25], manufacturing [26], [27], and
healthcare [28], [29], among the other application areas.More
particularly, the adjusted NSGA-III has appeared to outper-
form the state-of-the-art solutionmethods developed for solv-
ing many-objective problems [30], generating more diverse
near-non-dominated solutions [23]. Given that the schedul-
ing problems with interfering job sets may have to deal
with more than two conflicting operational goals, NSGA-III
is preferred to NSGA-II for this particular application
area.
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FIGURE 3. Non-dominated solution benchmarks over 20-20 test instances.

Inspired by the IG algorithm, developed by [31], the
GNSGA-III developed in our study integrates a local search
mechanism consisting of destruction and construction, neigh-
borhood search, and acceptance operators as a part of the
evolutionary process best-suited to search for high quality
(near)-non-dominated solutions in the scheduling problems
with interfering jobs. The computational steps at a given
iteration of GNSGA-III are summarized in Figure 1. This pro-
cedure continues for a certain number of iterations, the stop-
ping criterion. The major computational elements are briefly
explained in the following.

1) REFERENCE POINTS
This study employs the solution approach proposed by [19]
to determine the extreme points for structuring the reference
points. For this purpose, the 1|inter|

∑
wjCj = Kmin,Lmax

and 1|inter |
∑
wjCj,Lmax = Ymin problems are solved

separately. Sorting the jobs associated with the first (S1)
and the second objective (S2) based on the WSPT and

EDD dispatching rules, respectively, the resulting optimum
solutions are the extreme points positioning at the two ends
of the Pareto-front. The lines connecting the extreme points
with the ideal values define the ‘‘reference lines’’ which will
be used in the selection mechanism of the GNSGA-III algo-
rithm. Given the desired number of tradeoffs, which needs
to be determined by the decision-maker, and the ‘‘reference
lines’’, a structured reference point, Zs will be the outcome of
this procedure.

2) INITIALIZATION AND SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
The initialization procedure consists of generating random
solutions to fill the primary population. Organizing the job
sets in a single vector [S1, S2, . . . , SI ], integer permutation
encoding is used to represent the random solutions. The ini-
tialization procedure continues by evaluating the population
members. Known as the natural selection in the Genetic
Algorithm [32], the evaluation procedure in NSGA-III con-
siders domination and the reference points to keep the fittest
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FIGURE 4. Non-dominated solution benchmark over 30-30 test instances.

TABLE 1. Calibration Results of the GNSGA-III Algorithm (Best in Bold).

solutions; the former measure evaluates superiority of a spe-
cific solution to the others concerning the objective values,
and the later metric ensures maximum diversity amongst the
solutions situated on the same frontier.

3) CROSSOVER AND MUTATION MECHANISMS
As a first step to the recombination procedure, solution pairs
must be selected from the parent set Pt . Roulette Wheel

Selection (RWS) is used for this purpose, where the like-
lihood of selecting a certain solution is proportionate to its
objective values relative to the rest of the parent set, Pt mem-
bers. The decision on the type of crossover and mutation
mechanisms depends on the way solutions are encoded. From
the existing crossover and mutation methods in the litera-
ture [33], the Partially-Matched Crossover (PMX) developed
by [34] is applied to fill the offspring populationQt . Breaking
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FIGURE 5. Non-dominated solution benchmark over 40-40 test instances.

the selected parent solutions into three sections using two
random crossover points, PMX forms the first offspring with
the first and third sections of the first parent and the sec-
ond section of the second parent. The remaining sections
of the parents form the second offspring. Next, a random
job-swapmay take place as the mutation operator considering
a certain probability. The recombination process is completed
after fixing the offspring solutions considering the scheduling
problem constraints and replacing the repeated jobs.

4) IG-BASED MECHANISM
The IG-based mechanism selects non-dominated solutions
from the parent set, Pt , and applies destruction-construction
and neighborhood search procedures to generate new non-
dominated solutions, Gt . The greedy concept triggers itera-
tive modifications in the solution to search for better (near)-
non-dominated solutions. The pseudocode of the IG-based
mechanism is provided in Figure 2 with the major steps
described in the following:

Step 1. Apply RWS to select a solution, πoriginal from the
parent set Pt based on the rank of the objective value.

Step 2. Destruct πoriginal by extracting d random jobs; sort
the removed jobs to form π removed = [J1, J2, . . . , Jd ]. On this
basis, the resulting partial sequence πpartial includes n − d
jobs.

Step 3. Apply the construction procedure by iteratively
inserting π removed jobs into πpartial . For this purpose, extract
the first job, J1 from π removed , and insert it into the n − d +
1 available positions in πpartial and calculate the resulting
objective values. Apply the nondominated procedure to select
the best partial sequence.

Step 4. Continue step 3 to insert the remaining jobs, i.e.
J2, . . . , Jd until no jobs are left in π removed . Save the resulting
solution, πnew in Gt .

5) SELECTION MECHANISM
Given the parent population Pt , offspring population Qt , and
the set of neighborhood solutions Gt at the t th generation of
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TABLE 2. Results Comparison Over 20-20 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

TABLE 3. Results Comparison Over 30-30 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

GNSGA-III, a total of 2Pop + |Gt | members have resulted.
In the last computational step of the current iteration, Rt =
Pt ∪ Qt ∪ Gt members are to be ranked, and selected such
that the total population size of the (t + 1)th generation
is larger than the pre-specified size|Rt | ≥ N . Given the
non-dominated frontiers, F1,F2, . . . ,FL the solution quality
is considered as the main metric to populate the new parent
population in the (t + 1)th generation, Pt+1. In this situation,
the first l frontier members are directly selected for the next
generation (F1∪F2 . . .∪Fl), while an additional mechanism
is needed to select from the members of the (l + 1)th frontier

to fill the Pop − |F1 ∪ F2 . . . ∪ Fl | vacancies in Pt+1. For
this purpose, the distance from the adjacent reference line
from the structured reference points Zs is used as the selec-
tion gauge to maintain the diversity of the non-dominated
solutions.

Considering the classified population and the reference
points Zs, the objective values associated with the population
members, which are scaled differently should be normalized.
In the normalized solution space, the reference point with
a reference line in close proximity to a given population
member is considered to be associated with that member.
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TABLE 4. Results Comparison Over 40-40 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

TABLE 5. Results Comparison Over 50-50 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

Keeping the track of reference point association counts,
the algorithm applies a niching method to select the best
(l + 1)th frontier members to fill all vacant population slots
while ensuring maximum diversity. For more details on the
reference-based selection mechanism, we refer the authors
to [23].

III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. TEST INSTANCES
This study applies the test instances developed by refer-
ence [19]. In addition to the symmetric workloads, where S1

and S2 sets consist of 20-20, 30-30, 40-40, and 50-50 jobs
in the original test dataset, asymmetric job sets of 10-30 and
30-10 are developed to provide additional insights into the
interfering production situations. For this purpose, random
processing times are generated following a U [1, 20] distri-
bution. Besides, random weight and due time are assigned to
every job consideringU [1, 10] andU [P(L−R/2),P(L+R/2]
distributions, respectively. Considering P = 0.5P1+P2, L ∈
{0.5, 0.7} ,R ∈ {0.4, 0.8} , four operating configurations,
I : [0.3P, 0.7P], II : [0.1P, 0.9P], III : [0.5P, 0.9P] and
IV : [0.3P, 0.1P] are considered for each of the instance
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FIGURE 6. Non-dominated solution benchmark over 50-50 test instances.

categories. Given 20 instances for each of the workload
categories, a total of 120 are considered for the numerical
experiments.

B. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
This study considers the set of performance indicators sug-
gested by [18], [35], [36] to compare the benchmark algo-
rithms. These indicators have been widely used in multi-
objective optimization literature, and considering them all
together provides a more comprehensive evaluation of the
algorithms’ performance.

The number of non-dominated solutions provided by a
solution algorithm and the number of non-dominated solu-
tions that are not identified by the other approaches in the
benchmark tests are denoted by A and B indicators, respec-
tively. Larger A and B values are desirable, and a B/A ratio
close-to-one demonstrates the algorithm’s strength in pro-
viding unique non-dominated solutions. Showing the relative
exploration power, the dominance ratio, �H , determines the

percentage of non-dominated solutions found by a certain
algorithm in the benchmark tests. Equation (6) calculates
the �H value, where larger values are desired, and �H =

1determines the absolute superiority of the algorithm H in
finding non-dominated solutions.

�Hk =

∣∣∣∣P(∪i Hi)\P( ∪i6=k Hi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣P(∪i Hi)

∣∣∣∣ (6)

where

∣∣∣∣P(∪i Hi)\P( ∪i6=k Hi)
∣∣∣∣ determines the number of

non-dominated solutions found by the algorithmH which are
not explored by the other benchmark algorithms. Using Equa-
tion (7),C(X ,Y ) helps compare the number of weak solutions
in the Pareto-front of Y with that of the X algorithm (x � y),
which determines the correctness of the algorithm. Smaller
C(X ,Y ) demonstrates the superiority of the X algorithm
over the Y algorithm in obtaining strong solutions, where
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FIGURE 7. Non-dominated solution benchmark over 10-30 test instances.

C(X ,Y ) = 1 if all the Pareto-optimal solutions obtained
by X dominates those obtained by the Y algorithm. Overall,
smallerC specifies that the non-dominated solutions obtained
by a certain algorithm are considered weaker.

C(X ,Y ) =
|y ∈ Y , ∃x ∈ X : x � y|

|Y |
(7)

Comparing the difference between an average Pareto-front
solution with the other members of the Pareto set, the diver-
sity measure, 1, demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to pro-
vide diverse trade-offs; themore trade-offs there are, themore
flexible the decision-making becomes. Smaller 1 is pre-
ferred, and close-to-zero values show a high diversity of the
solutions of the Pareto set, and that the obtained results are
uniformly distributed along with the net non-dominated solu-
tions. Equation (8) calculates the1 value, where df and dl are
the Euclidean distances between the two extreme solutions
of the obtained non-dominated Pareto set by an algorithm
with that of the net non-dominated Pareto set; the number
of solutions in the obtained non-dominated Pareto set is
demonstrated by N ; di is the Euclidean distance between two

successive solutions, i.e. solutions i and i+ 1 in the obtained
non-dominated Pareto set; d is the calculated mean Euclidean
distance over all the obtained non-dominated solutions.

1 =

df + dl +
N−1∑
i=1

∣∣di − d∣∣
df + dl + (N − 1)d

(8)

As a final performance indicator, the convergence power,
γ , demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to generate solu-
tions close-or-similar to the net non-dominated solutions.
Smaller γ values are desired, showing that the obtained non-
dominated solutions by the algorithm are in closer average
proximity to the net non-dominated solutions for Euclidean
distances.

C. CALIBRATION OF GNSGA-III
A multi-step calibration test is applied to configure the
GNSGA-III parameters. Each step consists of selecting the
best value of one parameter while the rest of the param-
eter values remain constant. On this basis, the IG-based
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FIGURE 8. Non-dominated solution benchmark over 30-10 test instances.

mechanism’s parameter d is calibrated in Phase I, followed
by the iteration number, i, in Phase II, and, the crossover, c,
and mutation, m, rates in Phase III. A total of 30 random test
instances are used for the calibration tests, and the number
of non-dominated solutions is considered as the performance
indicator. Table 1 summarizes the procedure configuring the
GNSGA-III parameters for the final experiments and results
analysis.

D. RESULTS ANALYSIS
Experiments begin with solving the test instances that are
configured by symmetric job sets. According to Tables 2-5,
GNSGA-III is associated with larger A, B, B/A, �, and
smaller C and γ in all of the test instances. More pre-
cisely, it is observed that the non-dominated Pareto set
provided by GNSGA-III includes more solutions, much
of which are unique in the benchmark tests and are not
found by the other algorithms (see Figures 3-8). It is also
observed that� values experience an increase when problems
with larger workloads are considered; that is, GNSGA-III’s

superiority over the WSPT-EDD algorithm becomes more
apparent when larger problems are sought. From another
viewpoint, zero and close-to-zero C values confirm that
the GNSGA-III algorithm results in a negligible number of
weak solutions in the benchmark tests. In terms of solu-
tion diversity, the performance of the GNSGA-III is slightly
better than the WSPT-EDD algorithm with the majority
of the cases reporting equal and near-to-equal 1 values.
Overall, GNSGA-III yields better solutions in the major-
ity of the cases, as confirmed by the significantly smaller
γ indicator.

Tables 6-7 summarize the test results for the instances with
asymmetric job sets. The difference between the performance
of GNSGA-III and WSPT-EDD algorithms becomes even
more apparent when one of the interfering job sets is asso-
ciated with higher workloads. GNSGA-III outperforms the
WSPT-EDD algorithm over all the test instances considering
A, B, B/A, �, C , and γ measures. The number of solutions
and the unique solutions by each of the benchmark algorithms
is visualized in Figures 7-8.
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TABLE 6. Results Comparison Over 10-30 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

TABLE 7. Results Comparison Over 30-10 Test Instances (Best in Bold).

As a final step to the numerical analysis, statistical test of
significance is conducted to confirm our assertion that the
developed GNSGA-III in this study is the best-performing
algorithm developed to solve the 1|inter|ND(

∑
wjCj,Lmax)

problem. Table 8 shows the test of significance with a neg-
ligible p-value for the A, B, B/A, �, C , and γ measures.
Although the difference between the 1 values appears to be
insignificant among the instances with symmetric job sets,
GNSGA-III and WSPT-EDD perform equally good in terms
of solution diversity with the majority of the 1 values about
0.5. It is also observed that GNSGA-III yields more diverse
solutions when one of the conflicting objectives is associated
with a higher workload.

IV. CONCLUSION
Flexible services and manufacturing require well-informed
scheduling decisions that consider various customer needs
and operational goals that may be conflicting in nature. This
study contributes to the multi-objective scheduling problems
literature, developing an effective metaheuristic to solve the
1|inter|ND(

∑
wjCj,Lmax) problem considering TWCT and

maximum lateness performance indicators for interfering job
sets.

Extensive numerical tests showed that GNSGA-III solu-
tions are of high quality and comparable to the best-found
solution obtained by the benchmark algorithm in the lit-
erature. When comparing to the WSPT-EDD algorithm,
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TABLE 8. Statistical analysis considering various indicators.

the GNSGA-III algorithm yields more and better non-
dominated solutions, providing the decision-makers with
wider and more dependable trade-offs. The proposed
metaheuristic offers more effectiveness compared to the
WSPT-EDD algorithm as a constructive heuristic, at the
expense of longer computational times. Overall, the mul-
tifaceted performance comparison and statistical analysis
confirm that the developed GNSGA-III algorithm can be
used as a strong benchmark M-O algorithm in the litera-
ture of SSP-IJs over both symmetric and asymmetric test
instances.

Interfering jobs are prevalent in various production
environments while scheduling problems reflecting this
real-world situation are relatively limited. We feel that this
scheduling feature requires significantly more development
given its implications for modern production and oper-
ations management. Hybrid and parallel flowshops with
interfering jobs are worthwhile research directions to pur-
sue. Besides, scheduling problems with interfering jobs
can be tested while considering mixed job-related con-
straints, like no-wait, blocking, as well as setup time fea-
tures, to address case-specific operational needs. Given the
complexities involved in the SSP-IJs problem, other multi-
objective metaheuristics can be developed to improve the
results obtained by the GNSGA-III algorithm to facili-
tate its industry-scale applications in various production
conditions.
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